2022
Midwest Male Naturist Gathering
Final Information Packet and Directions

COVID-19 Policy and Updates
All attendees should be read and review the MMNG 2021 Covid-19 Policy posted on our website:
https://www.midwestmalenaturistgathering.org/updates/updates.php. Any new updates will be posted
there as well. Any CoVid-19 protocols (such as masking during meal service, etc.) at Camp will be
announced and posted.

Where is MMNG?
MMNG is held at the beautiful Gaea Retreat Center located in eastern Kansas near Leavenworth and a bit
west of Kansas City. Gaea is a private facility located on wooded rolling hills that features a dining hall,
open-air pavilion, bathhouse, cabins and other “sleep-over camp” type facilities. The camp is somewhat
remote but not difficult to find if you follow direction and refer to the map included in this packet. If
despite your best attempt you get lost or need further instructions, call the camp office at 913-7962141
for help. You can go to Google Maps (http://maps.google.com) and type in the camp’s street address
(25110 235th St, McLouth, KS 66054). Google will give you a very detailed map of the area – be sure to
check out the very cool satellite view! You can also find directions on the Gaea website at
https://gaearetreat.org.

Gaea Retreat Center
Gaea, or Mother Earth, was the great goddess of the early Greeks. She represented the Earth and was
worshipped as the universal mother. In Greek mythology, she created the universe and gave birth to both
the first race of gods (the Titans) and the first humans. Camp Gaea is beautifully natural area where people
gather throughout the year to celebrate Mother Nature. As you hike the camp’s many trails you will find
altars and other places of worship and remembrance created by other individuals and groups that gather
here. Explore, take photos but please do not disturb the offerings. Gaea has very beautiful grounds!

Pets and Service Animal Policy
The only animals allowed at MMNG are authorized, trained and vaccinated service animals who provide
support to the attendee on a full-time basis (as defined under the Americans with Disabilities Act). Service
animals must be under the control of the handler at all times and must be harnessed, leashed, or tethered
at all times. Attendees planning on bringing a service animal should notify MMNG via email prior to May 31
to register their service animal.
If an attendee arrives at MMNG with any other animal, the attendee will be directed to camp in a nonpopulated area of the campground (where the animal must remain), or remove/board the animal as a
condition of attendance.

Arrival Information
The official event begins on Wednesday, June 15, meaning this is when group events and meals are
provided, however many men begin arriving on Sunday, June 12 after 12:00 noon. Men who arrive
between 9:00 – 4:00 on Monday and Tuesday and on Wednesday from 9:00 am until 1:00 pm will likely
be greeted by a volunteer gate attendant – a fellow MMNG camper who has volunteered to receive and
direct guys as they arrive.
If there is no attendant at the gate, do not honk your horn – it disturbs the peacefulness of the camp. Just
let yourself in; the combination (for 2022 it is: G A E A) is posted on the storage unit wall on the other side
of the gate. After entering, securely re-lock the gate. If you encounter any difficulties at the gate, leave
your car there and walk up to the Dining Hall to seek assistance.
Participants who arrive on Sunday will have access to the ridge and cabins starting at noon. Camp Gaea
receives other groups and individual visitors, so you may have to be patient as these folks depart before
you can move into your cabin or set up your tent. If you run into a problem, please contact an MMNG
event organizer for assistance.
Until we have exclusive use of the camp on Monday morning, regular camp rules will apply. This means
that there can be no nudity in some areas of the camp – the Dining Hall, Main Hall, outside the Bathhouse,
Phoenix Hall, the gate area, etc. – so you must cover your boy-parts with shorts, a swimsuit, etc., while in
those areas. Nudity is allowed at the beach, on the bluff, and in the woods.

Early Arrivals
A few guys have indicated that they plan on arriving earlier than Sunday June 12 while others make a
last-minute decision to arrive early.
Whatever the situation, anyone arriving before Sunday must pre- register and purchase a ticket online
on the Gaea Retreat Center website: https://gaearetreat.org. Gaea no longer takes cash at the gate for
fees; everything is done online. Your name must appear on the Gaea pre-registration list for the day you
arrive in order to gain access to the property. All information, including fees, is posted on the Gaea
website. Check with the Caretaker before setting up.
You will need to abide by the camp rules regarding where nudity is allowed as described above. And, of
course, be courteous of other groups and individuals using Gaea. Early arrivals should keep in mind the
following:
•

•

You must register and pay for each additional overnight stay at the camp. You do not have to
pay any additional day use fee. The overnight fee per person per night is $15 /person for tenting
and $20/ person for the cabins. If you have an RV, bus or camper, the overnight fee per night
is $15/person staying in the RV. If you are in an RV, etc., then you have already paid an impact
fee through your registration with MMNG. You do not have to pay an additional impact fee for
the days prior to Sunday, June 12, as long as you don’t leave and reenter the camp with the RV
once you are there.
All early-arrivals in tents and RVs must set up in a designated area that is located on the south
side of the access road that is south of the large parking area. The caretaker can direct you to
this area if you are not familiar with it. Respecting the privacy of the group who may be using
Gaea, use the road (not the stairs) to access the lower areas (Bathhouse, Phoenix Hall, etc.)
until MMNG begins at 12 Noon on Sunday.

•

If you decide to arrive earlier than what you indicated on your application, please inform
MMNG organizers and pay the additional nights at MMNG Registration on Wednesday.

Checking in at Registration
You must check in at the Registration table located in the Dining Hall. The registration table will be manned
from about 9:00 – 1:00 PM on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. Early arrivals (anyone arriving before
Monday) should check in on Monday. If you arrive late at night you can check in the following morning.
During check-in you will be given an info packet containing a nametag, a drinking mug, an event schedule
and other items. At this time, you will sign up to participate in various events and work details (more on
work details below.) After you have checked in and settled yourself in a cabin, tent, RV or camper,
remember to return to registration to let us know where you are located. We need to know where guys
are staying if we need to find you in an emergency.

Where Will You Sleep?
You indicated on your registration form your preference for cabin space, camping or setting up an
RV/camper. Most years about a third of attendees stay in a cabin, a third in a tent, and a third in an RV or
camper. Registration fees are the same for staying in a tent or cabin; however, if you use an RV, pop-up
camper, bus, or 5th wheel you must pay the $35 impact fee that is levied by Earth Rising, Inc. (the operators
of Gaea Retreat Center).
CABINS: Cabin space is limited but there should be enough total bed space for everyone. The cabins are
rustic and can be a bit musty. 15 AMP electrical service is available in the cabins for no extra fee. Users
must provide their own extension cords (50 ft. maximum), and use is restricted to lighting, fans and
medical devises. No air conditioners, refrigerators, etc. may be connected. Cabin beds are singles and
some of the beds are stacked as bunk beds. You must provide your own bedding/sleeping bag and pillow.
If you are a light sleeper, earplugs are useful. If you use CPAP or other medical machines while you sleep,
make sure you bring an extension cord since the outlets won’t always be next to your bed. The south
cabins are designated as quiet cabins meaning there should be no late-night parties or disturbances. This
does not mean the north cabins are a boisterous free-for-all of mayhem and debauchery, just that there
will be more activity with some guys staying up late and others going in or out during late night hours.
One cabin (S2) has been renovated campers with mobility challenges with preference given to those who
require its amenities. All other cabins are on a first come, first served basis. Also, unless you have mobility
challenges and need your car to get around, please do not park alongside the road by the cabins, as the
road is somewhat narrow. There will be maps showing designated parking at the check-in table. If you
stay in a cabin, be considerate and cooperative with your fellow campers.
TENTS: Gaea is a glorious place for tent camping with many ideal sites, most featuring a nice mix of sun
and shade. Most men camp at the north end of the ridge, but those seeking more privacy or solitude
might prefer to set up camp in Fentonwood or the Pixie Stix, for example, or another slightly more out of
the way area. Regardless of where you want to pitch your tent, know that some areas will be restricted
for other purposes such as volleyball. Note that the areas marked as “Tent 1, Tent 2, etc. are not actually
tent sites but identify general camping areas. When you tell registration where your tent is located, you
can say “I am in tenting area 2,” for example. This map will be at the Registration table.
•
•

Avoid locations where rain may cause puddles or excessive mud since the rocky, clay soils at
the camp do not drain quickly.
Don’t be a campsite hog. If you wish to pitch a screened canopy in addition to a tent, place it
in front of your tent rather than alongside it.

•

•

•

•

We have to fit everyone in! Use the space judiciously by not leaving large but unusable spaces
between your tent and tent next to you. Pitch your tent at a reasonable distance from the next
tent. If it looks like someone can fit in next to you, work together to make things happen –
everyone will be happier in the long run.
Electricity in the tent camping area is around the perimeter of the ridge and not in the tree line
on the south side. Electric camp sites are reserved for campers with medical needs (CPAP, etc.)
with no additional fee. Users must provide their own extension cords (50 ft. maximum), and
use is restricted to lighting, fans and medical devises. No air conditioners, refrigerators, etc.
may be connected.
Tent campers will be able to drive onto the ridge to unload camping great but must then move
the vehicle to the parking area south of the pavilion. Car access to the ridge, even for
unloading, will be restricted if it is muddy. In the event of wet ground, you can park in the small
parking lot to unload and move your gear to your site.
If you are camping in a van, pop-up camper or VW Bus but do not wish to park in the dedicated
RV area and use electricity, you must camp no further down the ridge than just north of the
tree line that divides the campfires on the ridge. The areas just east of the road from the
pavilion to the small parking lot are reserved for these vehicles. This area is easy to access and
as it is along the tree line, some shade is available. There are no electrical hookups in these
areas nor can generators be used. No axle-based campers or vehicles can be set up in the
dedicated camping area on Sunset Ridge.

If you are staying in a tent, be considerate and cooperative with your fellow campers.
RVs, CAMPERS AND FIFTH WHEELS: MMNG has funded an expansion of the RV parking area so we can
meet the growing needs of attendees who use this type of housing. You must check in with the MMNG
RV area coordinator who will direct you to your assigned spot in the gravel parking lot. Electric service (15
or 30 amp) must be requested at time of registration and an impact fee will be assessed. Electric service
in the RV area is limited and awarded in the order registrations are received. You may need an extension
cord to reach the electrical outlets. Gas-powered electric generators cannot be used in the RV area near
the pavilion. RV space and electrical service is still somewhat limited so some jockeying of units may be
needed to give everyone space.
If you are staying in an RV, camper or fifth wheel, be considerate and cooperative with your fellow
campers.
No matter where you are staying, be friendly, cooperative and flexible so we can accommodate the needs
of as many MMNGers as possible.

Car Parking
If you don’t need your vehicle for accessibility reasons, park it in one of the designated parking areas for
the duration of the event – most men will park their cars on the ridge in the large area south of the pavilion
and RV camping area. There are limited parking spaces along the roads where the cabins are located. If
you do not need access to your vehicle, please park in the ridge parking area to keep the roads clear. In
some areas parking is restricted for fire lanes, activity areas and accessibility. Parking at the dining hall is
restricted to delivery vehicles and those who require a vehicle for accessibility.
Please keep in mind that weather conditions (mainly rain) can have a big impact on the drivability of the
area, so we may need to further restrict vehicle use if conditions warrant (i.e. due to mud). Be careful of
the deep drainage ditches along the road. Camp Gaea and MMNG are not responsible for vehicles that
get stuck or damaged.

To reiterate, you will be able to drive close to most campsite areas to unload but you cannot drive back
and forth across the grassy areas of Sunset Ridge nor park your car by your tent.

Volunteers Make the Event a Success!
MMNG is organized by a core of volunteer planners who need your help to make the event a success. At
check-in you will be required to sign up for at least two work details, each taking no more than an hour or
so. Volunteer work details including coordinating and serving meals, cleaning the bathhouse, emptying
trash cans, manning the gate, or organizing an event. If you sign up, show up! Running a successful event
depends on the willingness of each attendee to pitch in and help.

Quiet Times: Respecting your fellow campers
MMNG is not by design a quiet event but we all should be considerate of others. Per Camp Gaea’s
agreement with its neighbors, loud music and noise is not allowed after 11:00 pm on weekdays and after
12:00 midnight on the weekends, so event-sponsored events will end by these times. Each attendee is
asked to respect the fact that men have different sleep patterns and sound tolerances. Some areas and
cabins will be designated as quiet spaces, but everyone should be careful to avoid loud conversations,
riotous laughter, music, etc., during late evening and early morning hours. You might be surprised at how
your voice carries, so please tone things down at these times.

Conduct
MMNG attendees are subject to the Gaea Retreat Center Rules and Code of Conduct.
The use, possession or distribution of illegal substances is strictly prohibited at MMNG and could lead to
expulsion from the grounds and exclusion from future MMNG events.

Sexual expression
MMNG is intended to be a naturist event for men to enjoy each other’s company in a natural and nonjudgmental environment. The level of sexual interest will vary widely among attendees. MMNG organizers
do not encourage or prohibit attendees engaging in consensual sexual behavior within reasonable
guidelines, which include:
• A zero-tolerance policy on sexual harassment: If an attendee experiences harassment or is made to
feel in any way uncomfortable by another attendee, this should be immediately reported to one of
the Coordinators.
•

Respectfully adhering to the personal boundaries of others: By adhering to the basic rule of “No
means No”, all attendees should feel comfortable discouraging unwanted behaviors with a simple
“No, thanks.” Additionally, attendees should never assume that observing sexual interactions
implies that they are welcome to participate.

•

An expectation that attendees will utilize discretion and common sense: There are areas where
sexual behaviors are not permitted. The areas around the Dining Hall, Main Hall, Pavilion and the
“Social” Fire are off limits to sexual activities. Impromptu areas constructed or intended for sexual
activities in camping areas are permitted, but should not be immediately visible from public view.

•

An understanding that each attendee of MMNG is an adult and responsible making appropriate
decisions regarding sexual activities: Safer sexual practices are encouraged. Condoms are available
near the registration booth in the Dining Hall and at the north campfire.

Group Campfires
Our Fire Tender has organized delivery of firewood for the group campfires that occurs each night on the
ridge, however individual campers will need to provide wood for individual fires. Individual campfires are
allowed only if weather conditions permit and should be made in designated fire pits only. Firewood is
not for sale at Gaea and the firewood delivered for the MMNG group fire is not for individual use. If you
bring your own firewood, it must be purchased locally from approved vendors per county ordinance.

Nametags
Nametags help us remember who each camper is and where he is from, so each attendee will be provided
with one. Most participants will get a blue nametag, but those who do not wish to be photographed will
get a red nametag (see more below regarding photography).

Photography
Some guys love being photographed in the buff while others are hesitant. To that end, every participant
has been asked his preference in regard to being photographed and will receive a name tag indicating his
preference so that others will know if he is comfortable being photographed. Do not take pics of guys who
do not wish to be photographed! In the interest of mutual trust, if you do not wish to be photographed
you are asked not to take photographs of your own (of course it is okay if someone else asks you to take
their picture with their own camera). Everyone’s cooperation with this rule is appreciated. As usual, it is
always best to ask anyone if they are willing to be photographed. You can change your photo status after
you arrive at camp. Just let us know and we will reissue your nametag. Remember that video recording of
any kind is prohibited at MMNG.
The use of a camera at MMNG is a privilege and can be revoked or limited by MMNG staff at any time.
When using a camera at this private event, photographers agree that the images taken are for personal
use and will not be used or displayed in any public venue or publication without specific written
permission from those pictured. We are happy to report that in the past attendees have been very
respectful of these guidelines.

Sharing Your Contact Info
You will meet a phenomenal number of great guys at MMNG and create lasting friendships. To encourage
guys to stay in touch, list of attendees is included in the packet you receive upon arrival. Each participant
indicated at time of registration if he wanted to have his contact info included, and only those who agreed
are included in the directory. Again, like the photo issue, those who do not want their information made
public do not receive a copy of the directory. This directory is for the personal use of attendees and is not
to be shared outside of MMNG.

Bells, Bells, Bells!
We attempt to ring the old-fashioned dinner bell to remind you of meals and other set activities.
Ultimately it is up to attendees to keep track of the time so as not to miss anything. The bell is also used
to announce weather and other emergencies. If you hear the bell ringing continuously, please come to the
Main Hall ASAP. It indicates a storm, fire or other need to gather everyone together.

Meals
Mealtimes bring all men attending MMNG together, so they are a really valuable part of our event. This year,
catered lunchtime and evening meals will be provided on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday. We will
need meal coordinators and assistants for each meal provided; sign up for these jobs at registration check-in.

Attendees are responsible for all other meals this year. We encourage creative options, such as group or shared
meals organized by attendees, for breakfast. Everyone will have access to the refrigerators in the kitchen to
store perishables.

The first group meal will be breakfast on Wednesday morning and the final meal is breakfast on Sunday
Starting Monday, drinking water and coffee will be available in the Pavilion. Starting Wednesday, coffee,
iced tea, lemonade and water will be available all day. Iced water is also available all day in large jugs at
the Pavilion; bring your reusable cup. MMNG does not provide alcoholic beverages but other groups or
individuals may provide limited quantities during socials. If you want alcoholic drinks, plan on supplying
your own. Drink alcohol responsibly. We do not need alcohol related injuries.
Men who arrive early (on Sunday, Monday or Tuesday) will be responsible for their own food.
Leavenworth and Tonganoxie, where you will find an array of grocery stores, are only 20-30 minutes from
camp, so if you forget any supplies or need a meal you can make a quick trip into town. If you plan to cook
your meals bring along your own small propane stovetop.

Ice
You may purchase ice by the bag at the camp. Check the price onsite. Ice is available at two locations: (1)
outside the Dining Hall near the parking area and (2) at the back of the Pavilion by the road. You can keep
a running tab and pay at the end of camp but don’t forget because MMNG is responsible for the bill.
Please be aware that we need to have the ice delivered several times during camp, and there might be
low periods.

Hydrate, Hydrate, Hydrate!
You will be provided with a reusable mug at Registration that should handle most of your drinking needs.
We will not supply disposable cups for regular use, which saves MMNG a lot of money and is an
environmentally friendly way for us to handle the situation.

Don’t Just Stand There, Do Something (Naked)!
When you register you will get a detailed schedule of events. The schedule is flexible, however, and
changes are inevitable. Changes will be announced at activities and posted on a white boards in the Dining
Hall, at the top of the stairs on the Ridge and in the Pavilion. There is always room for more activities so
feel free to bring additions! There’s always room for an impromptu game of croquet or kite flying or to
share slides and tell stories about a vacation you took. Contact us if you want to get on the schedule with
an event.

Activities: Workshops, Contests and Games
The theme of MMNG this year is “Be MARVELous”. Plan to incorporate this theme into the Talent/No
Talent show, decorations for your campsite or RV, and costumes. Think about how you might incorporate
the MARVELous theme for body painting and the evening socials. Have fun with the idea and we will all
make the 30th annual MMNG a great time!
Volunteer coordinators are needed for each activity this year. Each activity must have a coordinator listed
on the sign-up sheet for the activity to be offered this year.
You will get the final schedule at Registration, but until then know that we will offer a variety of workshops,
games, sports and socials. While all necessary supplies will be provided for most activities, be sure to bring
your own oil and extra towels for Massage, and a mat for Yoga. As always, Saturday is a big event day with
a number of organized activities.
There are some events that you can plan for in advance. If you are a frustrated artist brimming with
creativity, sign up for the body-painting event. Paints will be provided. One evening social is a costume

event where winners with the best costumes will win prizes. Even if you do not want to be a contestant,
join in the fun by donning some sort of naked MARVELOUS-themed costume. We’d love to have everyone
join in the spirit of the social.
If you are a bit of a show off or love being in front of an audience, share your talents in the Talent/No
Talent Show in the pavilion. On site equipment is limited so you'll need to bring your own grand piano or
tap shoes. Read a poem, tell a story or do a little magic. Make us laugh or make us cry. Give us your best
clown impression.
Here is a list of workshops and activities you might want to bring special items for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Massage (oil/mat)
Yoga (bring your own mat!)
Talent/No Talent Show
Manscaping (razor, hairy body in dire need of a trim)
Drumming Circle (drum)
Nature Hikes (shoes, water bottle)
Toys-Я-Us (bring along your favorite erotic toy for a show-n-tell session!)

Remember that none of these events are really competitive in nature; rather they are presented for the
fun and enjoyment of all involved. Everyone’s a winner! Participating is its own reward and more
meaningful than any trophy or ribbon, and each is as fun as you make it. Please be a participant – not just
a spectator - the more guys who join in, the more fun everyone has.

Keep It Clean, Boys
There is plenty of hot water in the Bathhouse to keep you squeaky clean and several restrooms available
at the camp plus there are port-a-potties. Remember, this is not a 4-star resort. It is camping!
When you use showers or sinks in the bathhouse, please take time to clean up after yourself. We don’t
have maid service at camp (remember: Gaea is not your mother!) so it’s important that everyone does his
part to keep things in order. The showers in particular can get a bit gross, so take the time to squeegee
the floor when you are done. If you see that a recycling can is full, take the time to change the bag. In
short, it will be more enjoyable for all if each of us takes the time to keep things in order.

Flooding, Snakes, Ticks and Poison Ivy
Heavy rain can cause muddy conditions and flooding is possible in low areas. Some things are simply
beyond our control. There are also poisonous snakes, ticks, poison ivy and poison oak around the camp
but those are things we can prepare for and avoid. We will try to inform you of any known dangers but
use common sense and simply be careful! Your safety is your own concern, so come prepared with
repellent to battle mosquitoes, know how to identify poison ivy, and learn how to remove a tick.

Emergency!
In the case of a major emergency such as a storm or fire MMNG organizers will attempt to notify attendees
as soon as possible (usually with continuous ringing of the bell). If you see a safety problem or have a
concern please let MMNG organizers know as soon as possible. In the case of major medical or other
emergencies at camp please seek assistance from MMNG or camp staff. We will have designated "Naked
Nurses" on site to help with minor injuries and to assist in determining when additional care is needed.
If family or friends not at camp need to contact you for an emergency, they may call the camp number
and leave a message and we'll get it to you as soon as possible—this is why it is important for us to know
where you are camping or in which cabin you are located. When you have settled into your location,

return to registration and let them know where you are planted. This way, if there is an emergency, we
know where to come looking.

Recycling
We encourage every MMNG camper to be a good citizen of the Earth by leaving the smallest footprint
possible. By providing each camper with a reusable mug, we help cut down on use of non-biodegradable
foam and plastic.
Pack in / pack out is the name of the game, meaning that you are expected to take home anything that
you bring with you. If you bring something with you, it’s your responsibility to take it home. Recycling
cans are located throughout the camp and are intended only for items like aluminum cans and plastic
water bottles. In previous years the amount of refuse created has been overwhelming, so this year we
hope that each of you can contribute by practicing the pack in/pack out philosophy. It goes without saying
that you should not burn trash in a campfire.

Auction Fundraiser
MMNG 2022 will again feature an auction to raise funds for the improvement of future MMNG gatherings
by improving the facilities at Camp Gaea. Participation, either by donating an item or making a purchase,
is totally voluntary but we appreciate any items that you might wish to donate. In order to keep things
simple, the value of the item should be at least $10. Items in the auction will be given a minimum starting
bid. Remember that magazines or videotapes never sell very well, but porn movies on DVD are welcome.
Bring some cash with you!

Odds and Ends
•

•

•

•

Remember that this will be the first MMNG for a number of men. First-time attendees may
have never participated in a nude event. While most new guys quickly make friends and are
comfortable with social nudity, others may need more time to adjust. If you meet a fellow
camper who appears to be a first-timer, reach out to him. Learn his name, find out where he is
from, and give him a generous welcome. Remember: you are now the expert at doing this
naked socializing and camping thing but each of us was an MMNG newcomer or a first-time
nudist at some point.
Smokers: There is no smoking inside any building at camp at any time, including the screened
porch area of the Dining Hall and the Pavilion. Please be aware of your surroundings. If your
smoke is drifting into a non-smoking area, move a reasonable distance away. Dispose of
cigarette butts in the cans available throughout the camp.
Planes and boats and trains, whatever your mode of transportation, if you are arriving at a KC
terminal there will be someone to pick you up. We just need to know ahead of time as to when
you are arriving. We recommend riders pay drivers a $15 gratuity each way.
Early arrivals: we have a number of projects planned as well as things to set up and ready for
the week. So, come prepared to do some naked work. When you arrive, there will be a checkin list and a jobs list (dining and bathhouse clean-up, hauling from the shed, canopy set-up,
building projects, etc.) for jobs starting on Monday morning. Please sign up for these jobs when
you arrive since it will facilitate getting the projects going. Anyone with a pick-up truck will be
most useful in hauling things from the storage shed to the Pavilion and the Dining Hall.

Have we missed anything? Hopefully this covers all the bases. If you have any questions, or need more
information, please email us at midwestmalenaturistgathering@gmail.com

Don’t forget to bring
✓ Clothing for any possible weather condition (rain or cold or wind)
✓ Tennis shoes, sandals or other sturdy shoes for rough terrain
✓ Several towels, including a beach towel
✓ Your own bedding and pillow
✓ Tent, if camping
✓ Folding lounge chairs
✓ Flashlights, lantern, solar lights
✓ Sunscreen or tanning lotion, sunburn lotion with aloe
✓ Insect repellent and citronella candles
✓ Fanny pack (when you’re naked you don’t have pockets!)
✓ Items for personal hygiene such as soap and shampoo
✓ Medicines
✓ Plastic coat hangers for towel in bath house (the towel dries better)
✓ Club banners and decorations
✓ Costumes for Fantasy Island-themed socials
✓ Massage or baby oil if you plan to be in the massage workshops
✓ Mat for yoga if you want to stretch in the morning
✓ Games, toys, musical instruments, etc.
✓ Camera (NO Video Cameras or video phones)
✓ Personal liquor, beer, wine & other snacks
✓ Nonperishable food stuff and coffee if you are arriving before
Wednesday
✓ “Butt” container tin if you smoke
✓ Photos from previous years
✓ A white elephant donation for the auction
✓ Yourself, ready to have a great naked time!
Do Not Bring
 Video or digital video cameras
 Pets
 Firearms of any sort  Fireworks

Here is an area map from the Gaea website:

from Leavenworthvia KS 92

Leavenworth
, KS

Need help finding
MMNG?
Camp Gaea’s phone
number is
913-796-2141

30

This is also an
emergency contact
number for when
you’re at MMNG!

from Kansas City via I -70

Gaea is located on Leavenworth County Road #30 (235th street)
From Leavenworth: State 92 west, south at Springdale, on County #30, about 1 1/2 miles on gravel road.
From McLouth: East on Fairmont Road. Follow the paved road to Dempsey Road, one mile east to County
#30, north on dirt road about 1 1/2 miles.
From Tonganoxie: (US 24/40, Topeka or Lawrence) west and north on State #16, north on County #30
about 7 miles on dirt road. (Or stay on #16 and turn east on Fairmount road to cut off 5 miles of dirt and
add 2 miles of pavement

Directions to Camp Gaea
Please refer to a current map or go to http://maps.google.com for help. The camp’s street address is
25110 235th St, McLouth, KS 66054. Changes and road construction may alter these routes. Call the camp
at 913-796-2141 if you need assistance
From downtown Kansas City: Go west on I-70 out of Kansas City. Just before the first toll booth on I-70
take exit 224 onto KS-7 north and follow about one mile to State Rd (US 24/40). Take State Rd west
(toward Tonganoxie) for about 14 miles to Highway 5 and turn right. Turn right at the next stop sign and
go north one mile. Turn left on to Highway 9 and follow for 5 miles then turn left on Highway 8 (Dempsey
Road). Go 3.5 miles to Highway 30/235th St and turn right. Go 1.6 miles and just before the bridge at the
bottom of a steep hill is the entrance to Camp Gaea on your right.
On I-35 south from Des Moines & Minnesota: Take I-35 South to Cameron, MO. Take Exit 54, Route 36
West toward St. Joseph. Just as you enter St. Joseph, exit onto I-29/Hwy 71 South towards Kansas City.
When you get to Platte City take the exit for State Route 92 West. Follow 92 through Platte City to and
through Leavenworth Kansas. Stay on 92 for another 12 miles past Leavenworth and turn left on Highway
30 at a very small town called Springdale. Follow 30 south for about 2 miles until you cross a bridge at the
bottom of a big hill. The camp entrance is just beyond the bridge on the left.
On I-29 south from Omaha: Follow I-29 south to State Route 92 west at Platte City, MO. Follow it through
town and continue to Leavenworth, KS. Stay on 92 for another 14 miles and turn left on Highway 30 at a
small town called Springdale. Follow 30 south for about 2 miles until you cross a bridge at the bottom of
a big hill. The camp entrance is just beyond the bridge on the left.
On I-70 west from St. Louis: Go west on I-70 through Kansas City. Just before the first toll booth on I-70
exit on I-435 north and follow about one mile to US 24. Take US 24 west for about 14 miles to Highway 5
and turn right. Turn right at the next stop sign and go north one mile. Turn left on to Highway 9 and follow
for 5 miles then turn left on Highway 8 (Dempsey Road). Go 3.5 miles to Highway 30 and turn right. Go
1.6 miles and just before the bridge at the bottom of a steep hill is the entrance to Camp Gaea on your
right.
On I-70 east from Denver: Go east on I-70 to US-59 at Lawrence, KS. Take US-59 north to Midland Junction
(Midland Farm Store is on the left) and turn right on Douglas County #1045. Follow for 11.8 miles and turn
right at the triangle (NE) to the stop sign for K-16 & K-92. Turn right and follow for 2.5 miles to McLouth
and continue on K-16 for 1.5 miles to County 8. Go about 4 miles until you reach County 30. Turn left and
go 1.6 miles. Just before the bridge at the bottom of a steep hill is the entrance to Camp Gaea on your
right. Alternate route: Take Hwy. 40 northeast from Lawrence 12 miles to Tonganoxie, KS and follow map.
On I-35 north from Oklahoma City: Take I-35 North to I-70 in Topeka, KS and take the turnpike east to
US59 at Lawrence, KS. Take US-59 north to Midland Junction (Midland Farm Store is on the left) and turn
right on Douglas County #1045. Follow for 11.8 miles and turn right at the triangle (NE) to the stop sign
for K-16 & K-92. Turn right and follow for 2.5 miles to McLouth and continue on K-16 for 1.5 miles to
County 8. Go about 4 miles until you reach County 30. Turn left and go 1.6 miles. Just before the bridge at
the bottom of a steep hill is the entrance to Camp Gaea on your right. Alternate route: Take Hwy. 40
northeast from Lawrence 12 miles to Tonganoxie, KS and follow map.
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